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A B S T R A C T   

Sustaining urban environmental quality requires effective policy measures that integrate local monitoring and 
contextualized high-resolution modelling with actionable scenarios. Knowledgeable decision making in this field 
can nowadays be supported by an array of atmospheric models, but their transfer into an Integrated Urban 
hydrometeorological, climate and environmental Services (IUS) remains challenging. Methodological aspects 
that are beyond pure technicalities of the model-to-model coupling are still poorly explored. Modeling down-
scaling chains lack their most user-relevant link – urban-to-neighborhood scale observations and models. This 
study looks at a socio-environmental context of the high-resolution atmospheric modeling in the case study of the 
Arctic urban cluster of Apatity and Kirovsk, Russia. We demonstrate that atmospheric dynamics of the lower-
most, turbulent air layers is highly localized during the most influential episodes of atmospheric pollution. Urban 
micro-climates create strong circulations (winds) that are sensitive to the local environmental context. As the 
small-scale turbulence dynamics is not spatially resolved in meteorological downscaling or statistical modeling, 
capturing this local context requires specialized turbulence-resolving (large-eddy simulation) models. Societal 
acceptance of the urban modeling could be increased in the IUS with horizontally integrated modeling driven by 
localized scenarios. This study presents an enhanced integrated approach, which incorporates a large-eddy 
simulation model PALM into meteorological downscaling chains of a climate model (EC-EARTH), a numerical 
weather prediction – atmospheric chemical transport model (ENVIRO-HIRLAM) and a regional-scale meteoro-
logical model (COSMO-CLM). We discuss how this approach could be further developed into an environmental 
component of a digital “smart city”.   
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1. Background 

1.1. Public discourse on integrated urban services 

Public discourse on environmental quality frequently lacks detailed, 
concrete data to inform decision making process. Heat and controversy 
of debates could be very intense in urban areas where societal costs of 
decisions are high. Recognizing the challenge, the Integrated Urban 
hydrometeorological, climate and environmental Services (IUS) initia-
tive has been launched by the World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO) to support sustainable, resilient and climate adopted cities 
(Baklanov et al., 2018; WMO, 2019; Grimmond et al., 2020). As in many 
other places, the Russian northern cities – such as Apatity and Kirovsk 
(Murmansk region, Kola Peninsula) in our case – experience wicked 
societal, environmental, and economic challenges; some of them are 
specific to the Arctic environment. Distinct to many other places, the 
Arctic cities have received much less attention from international 
research agendas. Observational networks here are sparce, and envi-
ronmental modeling is less detailed. Urban planning in the Arctic cities 
is often conceived in big administrative centers that can be located 
thousands of kilometers away (Petrov et al., 2016; Shiklomanov et al., 
2017; Taylor et al., 2016). Their stakeholders operate non-concrete, 
non-localized and non-contextualized environmental information 
(Dale, 2016; Laruelle, 2019; Laruelle et al., 2019). Destructive conse-
quences of such planning decisions might overwhelm environmental 
management after a few decades of urban development (Hagner and 
Rigina, 1998; Streletskiy et al., 2012). Rethinking approaches to obtain 
and use local environmental knowledge is clearly needed to aid a sus-
tainable development paradigm in the global Arctic. 

Apparent underuse of local environmental information cannot be 
explained only by lack of technologies to operate high-resolution ob-
servations and models. High barriers are created by a tendency to work 
within vertically-integrated organizational frameworks, known as siloed 
structures or simply as the silos (Leiren and Jacobsen, 2018; Fan et al., 
2018). Invisible normative barriers in the silos restrict horizontal data 
sharing, knowledge transfer and acceptance of model downscaling 
chains. Moreover, local details that concern the stakeholders might face 
vigorous opposition and even denial from involved local actors (Bies-
broek et al., 2014). For example, Eliasson et al. (see Eliasson, 2000; and 
Svensson and Eliasson, 2002) studied barriers to utilize the urban 
climate information by stakeholders in Sweden. They found that despite 
active interest to get a more accurate information, this information is 
infrequently utilized in actual decision making due to rigidity of the 
administrative routines. We have drawn similar conclusions from in-
terviews with stakeholders in Hammerfest and Alta (Norway)1, and 
more recently in the Russian sub-Arctic city of Nadym (Fedorov et al., 
2021). The stakeholders emphasized deficit of expertise and time to 
work with the local environmental information. In such circumstances, a 
large weight in decision-making is given to regional environmental 
features while more influential local features are omitted or overlooked. 

The known integrated services rely on centralized providers of 
weather, air quality, and other environmental information. New urban 
services have generally been developed from existing prediction sys-
tems, which undervalue the local needs. Attempts to increase end-user 
participation in such services have been disappointing (Kolstad et al., 
2019). It was recognized that IUS is an iterative process where action-
able information ought to be co-produced through dialogue, integration, 
and contextualization. 

1.2. Barriers to a horizontally integrated approach 

What barriers to overcome becomes clearer from analysis of 

delegation of responsibilities. Cohen et al. (1972) demonstrated that the 
siloed organizations produce sub-optimal decisions if incoming infor-
mation is pre-selected. Inconvenient or simply incompatible information 
is ignored or even eliminated. Lower administrative levels are inclined 
to wait for instructions and policy from above while the higher au-
thorities are reluctant to fully account for the local context and tend to 
rely on less relevant but certified information sources (Leiren and 
Jacobsen, 2018). How might this local context be overlooked by certi-
fied information sources? A physical reason for this comes from required 
“representativeness” of the certified observations. Observations must 
characterize a typical environment, whereas each local environment is 
unique by definition. The locally influential phenomena may not be seen 
at higher decision levels as such details would be considered as peculiar 
and redundant. At the same time, the lack of robust local context has 
been recognized as an issue leading to chaotic, non-resolving managerial 
decisions (Cohen et al., 1972). For example, the local “meandering 
flows” (Mortarini et al., 2019) are driven by local balances (Mahrt, 
2011) and do not make imprints above a blending height – a layer of a 
few hundred meters, which smooth all local horizontal differences 
(Baklanov et al., 2011). Wolf-Grosse et al. (2016) shows that local cir-
culations driven by small-scale horizontal temperature differences may 
deteriorate air quality in the most populous urban districts at significant 
distances from emission sources. 

Reflecting the global tendencies (Bai et al., 2017), emerging civil 
society of northern cities gradually voices stronger demand for localized 
and integrated environmental assessment (Nilsson et al., 2017; Reckien 
et al., 2015). The post-Soviet socio-economic adaptation temporary 
reduced the societal demand to environmental quality. Several studies 
(e.g., Johansen and Skryzhevska, 2013; Dushkova and Krasovskaya, 
2018) noted that the municipalities on the Kola Peninsula (Murmansk 
region, Russia; Fig. 1) still underappreciate impact of climate change 
and environmental pollution; but an important swing has been 
observed. Nilsson et al. (2017) reported that environmental and natural 
conditions with respect to socio-economic development pathways 
constitute the most significant (mentioned by 23 % of respondents) issue 
in Kirovsk. The public attention to the local climate conditions is 
debated in research studies such as those dealing with anthropogenic 
(Varentsov et al., 2018) or natural (Demin, 2019) origin of an urban heat 
island – the phenomenon of persistent warmer temperatures within 
urban limits. The urban heat island intensity is a convenient and 
accessible proxy for many other indicators of environmental quality (Li 
et al., 2018) and even social justice (Voelkel et al., 2018). 

Inspired by this progress, strong efforts are now directed towards 
multi-scale seamless modeling and data analysis (Baklanov et al., 2007; 
Reichstein et al., 2019). Still, the full enhanced IUS implementation 
remains challenging; methodological problems of the system integration 
at local scales persist. The essential components, such as dense obser-
vation networks and databases, high-resolution models across different 
time scales, are rather being run together than integrated. Using public 
subsidies, environmental agencies prone to suppress independent 
market-oriented solutions, thus, delaying maturity of the IUS and 
impeding engagement with different sectors. A study of sub-Arctic cities 
(Ebrahimabadi et al., 2015) concluded that tools for microclimate 
analysis are still insufficiently user friendly. The urban stakeholders 
need methods that combine analyses and offer a complete targeted 
assessment. Methods of data fusion may help in increasing data density 
(Johansson et al., 2015; Varentsov et al., 2020), especially in connection 
with the seamless model integration (Baklanov et al., 2018). 

This study includes descriptions of monitoring (Section 2) and 
modeling (Section 3) components of the horizontally integrated 
approach. Section 4 discusses multi-, inter- and trans-disciplinary im-
plications of the enhanced IUS. It also surveys issues related to admin-
istrative and policy implications of the enhanced integrated approach. 
Finally, Section 5 outlines conclusions and recommendations. 

1 The interviews were conducted by L. Iversen in 2015− 2016 for the Belmont 
Forum project HIARC (unpublished). 
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2. Integrated monitoring at the local scales 

The World Urban Database and Access Portal Tool (WUDAPT) 
identifies four data criteria for successful data application in the urban 
studies (Ching et al., 2018): (1) surface descriptions must permit models 
to resolve the temporal/spatial characteristics of the urban boundary 
layer, including properties at local scales; (2) data sets must meet highly 
specialized requirements of the urban models; (3) for worldwide 
applicability, data sets should be consistent and reliable; and (4) coarse 
models must represent unresolved variations of atmospheric quantities. 
Generation of data and model results should be practicable and 
achievable over a reasonably short time frame to adopt a pragmatic 
approach. Below, we consider these criteria in more details as imple-
mented in our study area. 

2.1. The case study area and climate 

Following the WUDAPT requirements, we adopt a pragmatic 
approach in a concrete context for monitoring and data collection. 
Extensive literature review is used to generalize the key elements of the 
study. Apatity at 67.57 ◦N, 33.38 ◦E, 170 m above sea level (asl) and 
Kirovsk at 67.62 ◦N, 33.67 ◦E, 380 m asl constitute an Arctic urban 
cluster that we selected to this case study. The cluster is located above 
the Arctic circle in the center of the Kola Peninsula between the lake 
Imandra and the Khibiny mountains. The winter season here is rather 
long (7–8 months) with snow cover up to 250 days. The mean monthly 
air temperature in Apatity is − 14 ◦C in January and +15 ◦C in July. The 
polar night in this region lasts from December 15 until 28; the polar day 
– from May 29 until July 15. The area is characterized by contrasting 
land cover types. 

Fig. 1. The Apatity-Kirovsk study area on the Kola peninsula, Murmansk region, Russia. The scheme shows the downscaling chain and three nested domains K05, 
K02 and K01, used for simulations with the COSMO-CLM model. The right subplot shows the relief of the finest domain K01 at the grid resolution of 1 km. 

Fig. 2. The mean summer and winter land surface temperatures and the corresponding relative urban temperature anomalies (surface urban heat island – UHI) 
proper for different land use – land cover types found around Apatity during: (left panel) the summer months June, July, August; (right panel) the winter months 
December, January, February. Averaging is performed over the day- and nighttime datasets. 
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2.2. Surface description resolving local climate and environment 

We use satellite remote sensing of land use – land cover (LULC) to 
associate local climate anomalies with the surface types (Esau and Miles, 
2018) and biological productivity (Miles and Esau, 2016). Fig. 2 shows 
the LULC surface types in the area. The map is combined with the 
analysis of the average land surface temperature. The analysis is based 
on the MODIS data products (2000–2018). The urbanized surface area of 
Apatity is significantly warmer than the surrounding natural landscapes. 
This temperature anomaly is created by dryer urban surfaces in sum-
mertime and intense anthropogenic heat release in wintertime (Var-
entsov et al., 2018). In wintertime, local temperature variations reflect 
differences in the surface elevation as temperature inversions are 
frequently observed (Demin et al., 2016). The accepted criterion that 
advocates for a careful selection and distinction of urban and rural ob-
servations (Stewart, 2011) looks less sound when patchiness and di-
versity of the natural LULC types are taken into account (Esau and Miles, 
2018). Therefore, the surface description shall account for in-
terconnections and feedbacks between the LULC types and climatic 
variables. Fig. 3 reveals these persistent relationships. Urbanized surface 
is warmer in all seasons. Forested and cultivated land are warmer than 
open wet-, shrub and grassland in summer, but colder in winter 
enhancing the apparent UHI. 

Differences in the local LULC heat budget may drive atmospheric 
circulations at local and larger scales. In situ observations could be 
misleading in heterogeneous environment. Baldocchi et al. (Baldocchi 
et al., 2000) showed that partitioning between sensible and latent fluxes 
alone can create differences in the surface heat budget that influence the 
atmospheric boundary layer. The latent flux constitutes 65 % of the total 
absorbed radiation in coniferous forest in Norunda, Sweden (60.5 ◦N, 
17.29 ◦E; Composition: Pinus sylvestris, Picea abies, Vaccinium myrtillus L.; 
Canopy height: 23 m; Tree age: 100 years), but its share reduces to 25%– 
45% over open wetland. 

The published data might have indicated an underappreciated pos-
itive micro-climatic feedback that links increased surface roughness, 
which leads to increased canopy heat storage, with climatically signifi-
cant redistribution of heat in space and time; the redistribution that 
sustains higher temperatures in the areas of generally negative surface 
energy balance. Driving local atmospheric circulations, the LULC dif-
ferences can translate and couple to regional weather patterns. An effect 
of in-land snow breezes in the boreal forest zone has been already noted 
(Taylor et al., 1998) as well as climatic feedbacks of the surface energy 
modification between open and forest patches at larger scale (Beringer 
et al., 2005). This multi-scale atmospheric dynamics makes the 

integrated approach necessary for local meteorological models. 

2.3. Low-cost urban meteorological networks 

The Arctic cities lack representative meteorological and other envi-
ronmental data that are collected by WMO certified stations inside the 
urbanized area. A typical weather station of the Russian Hydrometeo-
rological Service (Roshydromet) is located outside the city, frequently 
near its airport. Hence, low-cost local meteorological networks are 
needed to monitor the diversity of micro-climatic conditions as well as 
their different response on changing weather patterns. Such networks 
are common in temperate cities, e.g., in Helsinki (Johansson et al., 2015) 
or in Oslo (Schneider et al., 2017; Venter et al., 2020), but rather unique 
for the Arctic settlements (Klene et al., 2013). Apatity is one of the 
Russian Arctic cities, where the Urban Heat Island Arctic Research 
Campaign (UHIARC) network is deployed (Konstantinov et al., 2018; 
Varentsov et al., 2018). Observations in Apatity are conducted with an 
automatic weather station (AWS) in the city center and numerous 
temperature sensors (iButton loggers) distributed over the whole area. 
Fig. 4 shows configuration of the temperature sensors in the 2017–2018 
winter measurement campaign. 

Meteorological variables, such as anomalies of the surface air tem-
perature in the urban heat island (UHI), are less difficult to monitor at 
spatial high resolution than air quality of socio-environmental in-
dicators. Therefore, e.g., UHI is frequently used as a reasonably accurate 
but inexpensive proxy for air pollution (Li et al., 2018) or even popu-
lation health (Gasparrini et al., 2015). The UHI in Apatity is also related 
with environmental quality indicators. A strong UHI in Apatity was 
found during the intensive observation and modeling period in 
December 26, 2017. The central urban area was up to 6.1 ◦C warmer 
than an open land area at the neighboring hill; and by almost 10.0 ◦C 
warmer than the lower open lake shore (Fig. 4). Such large local tem-
perature differences are created by persistent clear-sky, anti-cyclonic 
weather conditions with very calm winds and intense surface tempera-
ture inversions. The regular WMO station at the lake Imandra reports 
9.0 ◦C lower temperature than that in the city (Fig. 5). Calm winds 
enhance the role of local circulations that are driven by the large hori-
zontal temperature gradients. We argue in this study that those circu-
lations are captured only by a turbulence-resolving model capturing 
local circulations in the boundary layer. 

2.4. High-cost detailed monitoring 

High quality, and high-cost, labor-intensive monitoring is needed to 

Fig. 3. Urban-rural temperature differences over 2000-2018. The LULC types are taken from Apatity and surrounding area as in Fig. 2. Summer (orange) and winter 
(blue) bars show the mean land surface temperature for the summer and winter seasons over the given LULC type. UHI bars show the seasonally average temperature 
differences between the given LULC type and the urban type. 
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interconnect dynamical, physical, and chemical processes on small 
spatial and temporal scales. Current observational networks are siloed so 
that each discipline, research team or monitoring authority designs and 
builds stations to suit their own purposes. Integration of these networks 
into a coherent information supply chain have proved to be difficult. 
Integration with models is difficult as well. Each agency pushes for its 
own modeling systems. To mitigate this challenges more comprehensive 
and coherent monitoring systems are necessary (Kulmala, 2018). Such 
systems may resolve processes, fluxes, or traces ofhundreds of com-
pounds of interest in the atmosphere. These needs require an integrated 
approach (Petäjä et al., 2016, 2020) that includes data collected by the 
Station for Measuring Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations (SMEAR) in-
stallations (Hari et al., 2016; Hari and Kulmala, 2005). Atmospheric 
mass spectrometers, cloud radars, lidars and other high accuracy in-
struments are collocated to observe more than 1200 parameters2 . Here, 
we use data from two Finnish stations: SMEAR-I (boreal forest in Värriö; 
in operation since 1991; 67◦46 ́N, 29◦36 ́E, 390 m asl.; Hari et al., 1994); 
and partially SMEAR-III (urban environment, Helsinki; Järvi et al., 
2009) stations. Observations are web-online available and can be 
downloaded for independent analysis3 . 

3. Integrated modeling approach extended to the local scales 

Presently, the focus of integrated approaches is undisputedly on 
sustaining environmental quality under progressive global warming. 
There is a challenge to localize and contextualize global climate change 
projections as well as scenarios. The climate models provide projections 
of large-scale anthropogenic and natural climate forcing for a hundred 
years ahead. However, they have little to tell about regional projections, 
especially in those areas and for those variables that are sensitive to 
small-scale atmospheric dynamics (Shepherd, 2014). Such modeling 
frameworks that include the regional COSMO-CLM model, urban models 
and personal environmental quality indices are under development in 
several European projects (Reinwald et al., 2019). The most influential 
small-scale dynamics in our study area is related to the air pollution and 
its impact on environmental quality. Both local and long-range transport 
pollution must be considered simultaneously (Arnold et al., 2016; 
Schmale et al., 2018). Local Arctic air pollution is severe in many places, 
impairing public health and affecting ecosystems. In Apatity, 66.5 % of 
population were concerned with water quality and 54.1 % with air 
quality in 20084 . Although the accumulated environmental impact is 
considerable in the Monchegorsk-Apatity-Kirovsk triangle (Hagner and 
Rigina, 1998), high pollution episodes were infrequent in Apatity (0.03 
% - 0.18 % of the total number of samples) and Kirovsk (0.04 % - 0.16 %) 

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the mean air temperature, averaged over 26 December 2017 according to extended UHIARC observations. Elevation is shown using 
green contour lines, which are indicated every 25 m. 

2 The complete SMEAR description is available from https://www.atm.helsi 
nki.fi/SMEAR.  

3 The data are available from https://www.atm.helsinki.fi/SMEAR/index. 
php/online-observations and can be downloaded from https://avaa.tdata.fi/ 
web/smart/smear/download. 

4 According to the site https://eco-apatity.jimdofree.com; last accessed 
08.02.2021 
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in 2014–2017 (Anon, 2018). In wintertime, however, pollution can 
accumulate under lower atmospheric inversion layers. Localization of 
such events makes them particularly difficult to resolve in regional 
models. Moreover, present-day inventories show a large spread in the 
amount and location of emissions increasing uncertainty of model pre-
dictions and deviations from observations (Schmale et al., 2018). 

3.1. Global- and regional-scale components of the downscaling chain 

The following components are included in the enhanced integrated 
model downscaling chain (Fig. 1) and Table 1. The global scales were 
represented by the European Community Earth System Model, EC- 
EARTH (Hartung et al., 2018). The historical observations were taken 
from the ERA-5 archive at the European Centre for Medium range 
Weather Forecast (ECMWF). The details on the regional level were 
added through downscaling (zooming) model chains with the 
COSMO-CLM (Rockel et al., 2008) and Enviro-HIRLAM (Baklanov et al., 
2017b) models. The local or urban level of details was coupled through 
the turbulence-resolving model PALM (Maronga et al., 2015). To 
initialize and run the simulations we use remote-sensing data collections 
(Miles and Esau, 2020). The in-situ UHIARC data (Konstantinov et al., 
2018) is used to verify the results. Table 2 provides information about 
access to the described modeling components. 

The EC-EARTH historical and climate change simulations provide 
statistics of weather conditions, which are critical for the air quality 
monitoring. Using two thresholds for daily mean precipitation (0.01 mm 

and 0.1 mm) and daily mean surface wind speed (3 m s− 1 and 5 m s− 1), 
the number of days was found when these thresholds were met in the 
region. Fig. 6 shows that typical wintertime days are not completely 
calm and dry. The atmospheric conditions favorable for the air pollution 
episodes and strongly localized heat anomalies are observed 4–6 times 
over the winter season. The average winter temperature and number of 
days with precipitation are increasing towards the end of the 21st cen-
tury in the climate change simulations. That should reduce both fre-
quency and severity of the air quality hazards in the region. Indeed, such 
trends seems to be observed in the air quality data in the study area 
(Anon, 2018) as well as across other parts of the region, e.g., in Bergen 
(Wolf-Grosse et al., 2017). 

A regional air pollution transport is provided by the Environment – 
High Resolution Limited Area Model (Enviro-HIRLAM). Enviro-HIRLAM 
is a fully online integrated numerical weather prediction and atmo-
spheric chemical transport multi-scale modelling system (Baklanov 
et al., 2017b). It includes modules for gas-phase chemistry and aerosol 
microphysics; urbanization (anthropogenic heat flux and roughness, 
building effect parameterization, others); natural, biogenic and 
anthropogenic emissions; different aerosol processes, etc. The model 
runs are organized in a downscaling chain with 3 enclosed domains of 
15, 5 and 2 km horizontal resolutions and 40 vertical levels. Fig. 7 shows 
characteristics obtained in the downscaling chain of the Enviro-HIRLAM 
model centered over Kola Peninsula. The model is forced by the ERA-5 
reanalysis data but does not integrate additional observational infor-
mation from local observational networks. The model includes effects of 

Fig. 5. Variations of the surface air temperature at the urban AWS site (red line) and at the regular WMO station (black line) for 2017-2018 winter observational 
campaign (25 Dec – 15 Feb). Orange shading indicates the temperature difference ΔT between two sites. Blue rectangles indicate the typical periods with the 
pronounced urban-rural temperature contrasts and stable stratification of the lower atmosphere. Blue shading indicates the cold period of 26th of December, selected 
for the modeling study scenario. 

Table 1 
Summary of the model tools in the integrated approach.  

Purpose/Model Domain/Resolution Output Time Scales 

Climate projection and 
impactful scenarios: 

Global domain 
Climate projections for the historical and several 
representative pathway scenarios; data for assessment of 
influencial weather regimes, their frequency and 
persistence 

Days (for pollution 
trajectories) to decades 
(climate change model runs) 

EC-EARTH (combines 
IFS, LPJ-GUESS, 
NEMO, TM5) 

Model resolutions for the atmosphere of about 80 km and for 
the ocean of 1 degree 

Forecast and scenario 
assessment: 

Limited-area domains; downscaling chain with the model 
runs at 15, 5, 2 km (40 levels); boundary conditions from 
GTOPO30, GLCC, ECOCLIMAP, and CORINE data sets at 5, 2, 
1 km (50 levels); spectral nudging to prescribed initial and 
boundary conditions  

Hours to days in the weather 
forecast runs Enviro-HIRLAM 

Meteorology (based on ERA-Interim), chemistry and 
aerosol transport 

COSMO-CLM Meteorology (based on ERA-Interim and ERA5) 
Local scenario 

assessment: 
Local domains  

Minutes and up to one day 
PALM Resolution of 5 m (urban districts) to 25 m (entire urban 

area) 
Boundary layer meteorology, pollution concentrations 
and local air flows  
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the urban surfaces as well as accounts for both the direct and indirect 
aerosol effects. 

Enviro-HIRLAM downscaling has a significant added value. We 
observe emergence of locally high concentrations of black carbon 
around Apatity-Kirovsk (the 3rd column in Fig. 7; increasing resolution 
of the model output from the top to bottom rows). In the considered 
winter period, the winds are calm in central areas of the Kola Peninsula. 
Major pollution transport routes are better localized at finer scales. At 
high resolutions, the model underestimates influence of local and tur-
bulent winds that are unresolved in its single-column physical 
organization. 

3.2. Regional- and local-scale components of the downscaling chain 

3.2.1. Large-eddy simulation (LES) enhancement of the downscaling chain 
Integration with a turbulence-resolving model is needed to overcome 

difficulties of transition from single-column to fully three-dimensional 
turbulence dynamics. The LES-enhanced downscaling is a rapidly 
developing research line that aims to close the scale gap between 
meteorological and turbulence-resolving models. One-way model 
coupling is a popular approach. In this approach, the LES is driven by the 
meteorological model but does not feed back to it. The Weather 
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is used in several important 
studies on the subject. For instance, LES-enhanced simulations were 
reported that span the resolution range of four orders of magnitude 
(from 111 km to 0.0082 km) in studies of stably stratified atmospheric 
conditions (Muñoz-Esparza et al., 2017). These simulations demon-
strated high fidelity in reproduction of wind and temperature profiles 

throughout the entire diurnal cycle 
At present, a consensus from the LES-enhanced downscaling studies 

is emerging indicating more accurate results on somewhat intermediate 
LES resolutions (10 m–100 m) as resolving climatic external factors but 
damping upscaling of errors from small structures. One study (Bau-
weraerts and Meyers, 2019) found that modelling errors decrease with 
grid coarsening, as both chaotic divergence and subgrid-scale error 
sources decrease. This counterintuitive result owes to stronger sup-
pression of the numerical noise at coarse meshes while accuracy 
degradation at larger scales is still under control. Mirocha et al. (Mirocha 
et al., 2014) demonstrated that small hills and valleys improve the 
turbulence representation in under-resolving LES as large-scale motions 
and meandering flows are reproduced better than small-scale turbu-
lence. There are also promising results of the LES-enhanced downscaling 
evaluated with respect to particulate matter measurements (Joe et al., 
2014). The LES-enhancement improves average and maximum hourly 
contributions from all sources by nearly a factor of 2, particularly in 
extreme pollution episodes. Finally, a more conceptual study (Zhou 
et al., 2014) concludes that having the model mesh in the transition 
range of scales between two- and three-dimensional turbulence 
(0.1 km–5 km) should be avoided as the natural scales of instability 
resonate with the numerical instability on the grid scales. This argument 
justifies the leap over the scale gap directly to the LES scales. 

3.2.2. Enhancement with the COSMO and PALM models 
We argue in this study that the local model enhancement is not only a 

technicality of environmental monitoring and assessment but an 
essential addition to include information inaccessible on higher levels of 

Table 2 
Access to the components of the LES-enhanced integrated approach.  

Product/set Access mode Status/ 
Notes 

Web site 

UHIARC data Open access after 
registration 

Available http://urbanreanalysis.ru 

SMEAR data Open access Available https://www.atm.helsinki.fi/SMEAR/index.php/online-observations 
https://smear.avaa.csc.fi/ 

PALM code Open access after 
registration 

Available https://palm.muk.uni-hannover.de/trac 

COSMO-CLM code Open access after 
registration 

Available https://www.clm-community.eu/ 

Enviro-HIRLAM code Open access after 
registration 

Available Request for agreement should be submitted to alexander.mahura@helsinki.fi (Alexander 
Mahura) 

Transboundary pollution web 
Atlas 

Open access Available http://www.atm.helsinki.fi/peex/webatlas/WEBATLAS.html  

Fig. 6. Fraction of winter (Dec-Jan-Feb; 2005-2015) days when the selected meteorological thresholds are met: (a) daily precipitation < 0.1 mm; (b) daily average 
wind-speed < 5 m/s; (c) both conditions are met; (d) precipitation <0.1 mm and wind-speed < 3 m s− 1 and changes in wintertime (e) 2-meter temperature (oC) and 
(f) precipitation (%) during the 21 st century (present-day climatology is averaged over years 1981-2010 and end-of-century climatology over 2070-2099). 
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environmental protection hierarchy. The critical environmental physics 
is related to the localized turbulent mixing processes near the surface 
that lack universality required by their schematic representation in 
coarse resolution models and sparce monitoring data. We will demon-
strate now that implementation of the model downscaling without 
turbulence-resolving simulations – a kind of the mainstream approach – 
does not resolve critically important details to be used in decision- 
making. 

The proposed enhanced approach requires integration of COSMO 
and PALM models. The downscaling chain with these two models was 
tried and favorably evaluated in several studies (Heinze et al., 2017b; 
Reinwald et al., 2019). There were also attempts to extend the COSMO 
model with runs at 500 m and 250 m resolution in Zurich (Mussetti 
et al., 2020). COSMO-CLM was used for dynamical downscaling of the 
ERA-Interim and ERA5 (fragments) retrospective meteorological ana-
lyses (Hersbach and Dee, 2016). The COSMO-CLM model has been 
already applied to Apatity-Kirovsk studies (Varentsov et al., 2018). It 
was found that the model performance deteriorates under calm weather 
conditions in winter, which results in a persistent positive temperature 
bias during cold air spills. The bias is well known, but poorly under-
stood; its effect is traced to the breakdown of the turbulence closure 
schemes under stably stratified atmospheric conditions (Atlaskin and 
Vihma, 2012; Fay and Neunhauserer, 2006). Here, we look in more 
detailed into this key drawback impeding the seamless model 
downscaling. 

We compare the results of the older COSMO-CLM 5.0 version (Var-
entsov et al., 2018), and the newer version 5.05. The newer version has 
improved boundary-layer physics, which is based on an ICON (ICOsa-
hedral Nonhydrostatic) unified modeling system for global numerical 
weather prediction and climate studies (Dipankar et al., 2015; Heinze 
et al., 2017a). In addition, we replace lakes (open water surface type) 
with snow-covered surface. The COSMO-CLM is initialized with the 
ERA5 reanalysis data. The observed cold spells are simulated adequately 
only in the high-resolution (the horizontal resolution of 2 km or finer) 
domains with the COSMO-CLM 5.05. The warm bias of up to +10 ◦C is 
found during the coldest period in both model versions running at 5 km 

mesh (Fig. 8). Similar warm bias is found for the ERA Interim reanalysis 
data. 

The bias is related to underestimation of the surface inversion 
strength. Although interests of the regional weather forecast and long- 
range pollution transport are not strongly sensitive to this modeling 
drawback as the surface layer fluxes are diagnostic in the model, the 
interests of local environmental management and warning systems are 
critically connected to the representation of the surface layer balances 
and mixing. Thus, there is disparity of priorities of siloed and horizon-
tally integrated approaches. The former admits that local model disad-
vantages could be compensated by advantages in other areas or 
situations; the later requires high local modelling quality, plausibly on 
expense of its performance in other locations. As a spatial correlation 
scale is smaller near the surface, the performance of the model schemes 
in the atmospheric boundary layer becomes critical for the horizontally 
integrated approaches. The high spatial resolution of models is a 
necessary, but not sufficient for an adequate simulation of stably strat-
ified atmosphere and related polluted periods. 

We enhance the downscaling chain of the COSMO-CLM with the 
Parallelized Atmospheric Large-eddy simulation Model (PALM5) 
described in (Maronga et al., 2015). To assess sensitivity of the local 
high-resolution modeling, we initialize PALM with two different driving 
forcings. The run A is initialized through wind and potential tempera-
ture profiles taken directly from ERA-Interim data. The run B is initial-
ized through the COSMO-CLM output in the K02 run. The used profiles 
correspond to the mean profiles over December 26, 2017. The initial 
wind profile serves also as geostrophic wind forcing in the PALM runs. 
The potential temperature is nudged towards its initial profile. The total 
domain size of the PALM simulations is 46.07 × 34.55 km2 with a 10 m 
isotropic resolution. The observed land surface temperature is used as 
the surface temperature in the model. It is taken from the MODIS LST 
product (1 km resolution) (Varentsov et al., 2018) and interpolated to 

Fig. 7. Localization of the meteorological and air quality characteristics with the Enviro-HIRLAM model downscaling chain. The top row shows the model runs at the 
horizontal resolution of 15 km; the middle row – 5 km; and the bottom row - 2 km. The first (left) column shows air temperature at 2 m; the second column – wind 
speed at 10 m; the third column – black carbon concentration; and the fourth (right) column – ozone concentration. The zoomed area is centered over the 
Kola Peninsula. 

5 The model code is freely available from https://palm.muk.uni-hannover. 
de/trac. 
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the 10 m grid resolution. 
Our PALM runs further detail and localize the meteorological and air 

quality patterns in the turbulent atmospheric boundary layer. 
Meandering local circulations develop in shallow stably-stratified 
boundary layers (Mahrt et al., 2001) that are sensitive to details of the 
vertical wind and temperature profiles and surface heterogeneity 
(Mahrt, 2000). These essentially three-dimensional motions are not 
captured in the single-column dynamics parametrizations of regional 
meteorological models. Hence, making further grid refinement without 
LES enhancement would be unjustified. Fig. 9 illustrates this sensitivity. 
The run A uses the wind profile from the reanalysis, i.e., the coarse 
resolution data without the local effect of mountains. This kind of coarse 

data is typically used by statistical, Gaussian plume or Lagrangian 
models to project pollution plume’s trajectories and concentrations. The 
plume (given by gray shading) propagates in the north-western direction 
away from the urbanized area. The run B uses the wind profile from the 
COSMO-CLM K02 run. The wind profile in the lower atmosphere ac-
counts for the mountains. A low-level jet at about 200 m above ground 
develops. The wind direction changes by 40◦. These changes are mod-
erate, so that in the K02 run itself the urbanized areas remain largely 
unaffected by the pollution plume. LES enhancement by PALM trans-
forms these moderate changes into critically different boundary layer 
circulation. The polluted plume in the run B propagates directly over the 
urbanized area. 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the air temperature at 2 m. Blue lines represent the COSMO-CLM model runs of the version 5.0 (dotted) and 5.05 (solid) in the domain with 
5 km horizontal resolution (K05); red lines – in the domain with 2 km horizontal resolution (K02). The green line represents the ERA-Interim reanalysis data in the 
corresponding locations. Three panels show the comparison for the following locations: (a) the Apatity weather station (WMO ID 22213); (b) Lovozero (WMO ID 
22127); (c) Krasnoshchelye (WMO ID 22235). The data observed at the WMO stations are given by black line and dots. 

Fig. 9. Comparison of two PALM runs for different initial wind profile scenarios: Gray shading shows the polluted air plume in the run A (see description in the text) 
driven by the low-resolution ERA-Interim reanalysis; Yellow shading shows the polluted air plume in the run B driven by the high-resolution COSMO-CLM 
downscaling; Black shading shows the area where emission source is in the model. 
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4. Discussion 

4.1. Selection of local scenarios 

A local adaptation to climate change is challenging. Urban planning 
needs to assess the environmental quality not only in relation to climate 
but also in relation to social, economic, and political changes that affect 
the capacity for adaptation or otherwise play a role in decision making 
(Nilsson et al., 2017). The scenario methodology is promising and 
therefore we applied this approach in our study. 

We selected a scenario of an anti-cyclonic situation favorable to 
pollution trapping and transport in the surface atmospheric layer. 
Recent, alarming, dynamics of population health in the Apatity-Kirovsk 
urban area reveals 2.3 times increase of the number of medical cases in 
Apatity; and by 44.4 % in Kirovsk (Nikanov et al., 2019). Respiratory 
diseases are common. The same study has robustly attributed the cases 
to the atmospheric pollution from particulate matter (dust). We adopted 
the weather conditions observed on December 26, 2017 (Fig. 5), as a 
scenario for our case study modeling. The downscaling chain is initiated 
with atmospheric conditions (vertical profiles of wind and temperature) 
from the reanalysis. The spatial differences in the observed temperature 
were significant (Fig. 4) to drive local circulations. The coldest places 
are located in the lowland near the coast of the lake Imandra (-28.9 ◦C) 
and at a local depression to the east from the lake (-30.1 ◦C), while the 
elevated sites, including the urban area, are significantly warmer 
(typically − 26 ◦C or warmer). The urban area of Apatity was signifi-
cantly warmer (typically -21 ◦C) than the non-urbanized part of the 
same hill to the east of the city (− 25 ◦C), and warmer than two other 
hills in the north-west. 

4.2. Appreciation of the local integrated approach 

The environmental legislation in Russian Federation set the envi-
ronmental quality management under the joint jurisdiction of federal 
and regional authorities, but the local authorities nevertheless enjoy 
considerable room for maneuver. Being pressed by public concerns – 
more than 50 % of the population are concerned with air and water 
quality – the local regulators publish environmental quality indicators 
that are provided by the centralized agencies, e.g., by Roshydromet. 
However, their policy actions normally do not extent beyond this point; 
environmental taxes and fees received by the municipal budget are 
diverted from supporting environmental protection actions to other 
purposes (Klyuchnikova, 2008). Correspondingly, air quality protection 
is not included in the municipal programme for environmental protec-
tion for 2021− 2023. 

As argued by Salmi and Hukkinen (2007), this obvious misfit be-
tween environmental concerns and actions has its roots in setting pri-
ority to production capacity increase. Such an increasing production is 
expected to bring along a reduced pollutant emission per unit of current 
production, whereas pollution from the accumulated waste, in our case 
dust from tailings impoundments, are not counted. It was recognized “… 
the familiar tendency of downplaying the current industrial emissions 
against those in the past as a key source of government reluctance in 
engaging in environmental problems.” We revealed that observations 
from a sparce network cannot provide information for full appreciation 
of such a localized impact. The existing siloed approach to environ-
mental monitoring and modeling failed to call for actions and thus is 
used rather for information than for decision making. In these circum-
stances, we see a potential of the proposed enhanced approached as it 
identifies smaller geographical areas of higher priority for interventions 
of policy makers. Being unable to solve this wicked socio-environmental 
problem at the municipal level, more technically oriented solutions 

could be found on micro-levels. For example, one might be able to 
control pollution sources that affect most of the population. This 
approach has gradually found its way. “Apatit” company (the main 
polluter in the area) spent significant funding (3.3 billion rubles over 
2015-20176) to research (2 million rubles) and develop more effective 
environmental protection measures through identification of the most 
impactful pollution sources. 

Air quality and green-house gas emission are the most frequently 
referred issues to be addressed with IUS. In a narrow sense, which is 
better reflecting the current state-of-knowledge, the integrated 
approach comprises a downscaling chain of meteorological–chemical 
models (Baklanov et al., 2018). The presented IUS enhancement aims to 
shift the current focus from large spatial and time scales to societally 
influential local scales. Such efforts are known for our case study area 
but approached with simpler local-scale models (Amosov et al., 2020), 
also in the frameworks of the Integrative and Comprehensive Under-
standing on Polar Environments (iCUPE), see Petäjä et al. (2020). 
Hourly-to-decadal time scales, regional-to-local geographic scales and 
seamless coupled coarse-to-fine scale models are considered as essential 
components. Such models are enabled by diverse fine-resolution 
observational data (González et al., 2018) and have greatly evolved in 
the recent years (Baklanov et al., 2017a). Elements of such an integrated 
approach have been successfully demonstrated in the Enviro-HIRLAM 
(Baklanov et al., 2017b) and COSMO-CLM (Varentsov et al., 2018) 
modeling systems. They however lack an urban-scale model, and 
therefore, we enhanced the downscaling chain with the 
turbulence-resolving model PALM. A way of integration of different 
technological elements of the approach seems to be important (Pulver 
et al., 2018). 

Although science has much to provide for stakeholders, three major 
integration challenges are still waiting for a better resolution. The first 
challenge is related to data misrepresenting the local climatic condi-
tions. Fig. 2 makes clear that local climate diversity could be rather 
large, whereas the local climate changes could be divergent and sensi-
tive to the land cover types. The second challenge is related to mismatch 
of scales. Interests of stakeholders are typically more localized than 
environmental data provided to inform decision making. In Apatity, the 
interests are highly concentrated within urban and industrial zones (less 
than 20 km across) where the role of meso-scale atmospheric flows are 
significant. Fig. 9 demonstrates that the pollution plume cannot be 
directly related to the large-scale winds or stably reproduced without 
knowledge of local surface heterogeneity. 

The third challenge is related to information dissemination routines 
and standards. A co-production approach has been widely referred to as 
a panacea for effective progress in wicked socio-environmental issues. 
The problem however is that co-production interweaves facts and be-
liefs, whereas facts are frequently pre-selected and contested to re-affirm 
the beliefs. It has been noted (van der Sluijs et al., 2008) that the 
observed “facts” do not necessarily entail a unique, correct and 
commonly accepted policy decision. Experience in the co-production 
actions reveal that presenting uncertainties and unresolved issues, 
particularly in the case of the model output, is often used to excuse 
non-acting rather than to create a plausible envelope for acting. 
Dissemination of detailed and localized environmental model output 
and observations can meet stakeholder’s opposition. We run a set of 
seminars for local stakeholders in Apatity. The discussion revealed stiff 
constraints for local information dissemination. Environmental protec-
tion agencies and weather services heavily rely on their siloed approach 
and internal data flow. Efficient in concrete problem solving, they 
impede adoption of the truly integrated approach and limit diversity of 
problems they intended to deal with. 

6 Rossijskaja Gazeta, available from https://rg.ru/2017/12/12/reg-szfo/ 
murmanskie-gorniaki-zanialis-zashchitoj-ekologii-kraia.html 
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5. Conclusions and recommendations 

The Integrated Urban Services (IUS) connect climate, weather, and 
pollution transport models that run across wide range of spatial and time 
scales. The models at different resolutions serve different needs as it is 
specified in Table 1. The global-scale models provide information about 
weather and climate phenomena. The regional-scale models localize this 
information, including effects of the surface heterogeneity and long- 
term pollution transport. The local-scale models contextualize and 
enhance the information including turbulence effects and local circu-
lations. We conclude that LES-enhanced downscaling chains require 
dense representative observational local networks to constrain the 
simulations. Moreover, our results (Fig. 9) clearly suggest that statistical 
or index-based localization of the meteorological information – the most 
popular approach to date – could be misleading as it would necessarily 
misrepresent the local atmospheric phenomena. 

Although the modelling and data collection technologies are mature 
and readily accessible (Table 2), horizontally integrated urban hydro- 
meteorological and environmental services meet considerable organi-
zational barriers when increasing local context of observations and 
model simulations is to be included. The siloed environmental agencies 
are not interested in deployment, maintenance, and collection of the 
local information as this activity is not within their mandate. Local ac-
tors are interested but lack resources and expertise to contextualize the 
IUS. 

A holistic approach to vulnerability, resilience and sustainable 
development is recommended by both research and end-user commu-
nities in the Pan-Eurasian Experiment (PEEX) (Lappalainen et al., 2016) 
and in the Northern Eurasia Earth Science Partnership Initiative 
(NEESPI) (Groisman and Bartalev, 2007). This consensus makes the 
choice of solutions to deviate from a paradigm of siloed 
monitor-and-forecast or reactive-action services. The latter has become 
increasingly popular in the world of abundant data and cheap model 
simulations. Negative consequences of reactive actions that ignore sec-
toral interconnections are repeatedly reported in urban nexus studies 
(Creutzig et al., 2019; Gago et al., 2013; Wilson and Stammler, 2016). 

In the final word, we note that combination and integration of 
mathematical modelling and statistical analysis approach convey a 
spurious impression of precision, prediction and control. Involving non- 
conventical measurements and non-certified models directly out of the 
research domain redistributes a good deal of responsibility from infor-
mation providers to decision-makers. The uncertain and uncertified 
knowledge that is not prescribed by normative policy is usually excluded 
from decision making. (Saltelli and Giampietro, 2017) wrote: “When 
using evidence-based policy … alternative frames become a kind of ‘uncom-
fortable knowledge’ which is de facto removed from the policy discourse. All 
the more so when the analysis is supported by extensive mathematical 
modelling”. 
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